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SMPBS (Size Modified Poisson-Boltzmann Solvers) is a web

server for computing biomolecular electrostatics using finite

element solvers of the size modified Poisson-Boltzmann equa-

tion (SMPBE). SMPBE not only reflects ionic size effects but

also includes the classic Poisson-Boltzmann equation (PBE) as

a special case. Thus, its web server is expected to have a

broader range of applications than a PBE web server. SMPBS is

designed with a dynamic, mobile-friendly user interface, and

features easily accessible help text, asynchronous data submis-

sion, and an interactive, hardware-accelerated molecular visual-

ization viewer based on the 3Dmol.js library. In particular, the

viewer allows computed electrostatics to be directly mapped

onto an irregular triangular mesh of a molecular surface. Due

to this functionality and the fast SMPBE finite element solvers,

the web server is very efficient in the calculation and visualiza-

tion of electrostatics. In addition, SMPBE is reconstructed using

a new objective electrostatic free energy, clearly showing that

the electrostatics and ionic concentrations predicted by SMPBE

are optimal in the sense of minimizing the objective electro-

static free energy. SMPBS is available at the URL: smpbs.ma-

th.uwm.edu VC 2017 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

DOI: 10.1002/jcc.24703

Introduction

Calculation of biomolecular electrostatics in an ionic solvent is

one fundamental task in computational chemistry. As a com-

monly used implicit solvent model,[1,2] the Poisson-Boltzmann

equation (PBE) has been widely applied to the prediction of

electrostatic solvation and binding free energies due to the

popularity of software packages such as APBS,[3] DelPhi,[4]

PBSA,[5,6] UHBD,[7] and PBEQ[8,9] as well as their web servers.

However, in PBE, ions are distinguished only by charge. Thus,

for the applications that need to distinguish ions by size (e.g.,

Na1 and K1), PBE may work improperly. To remedy this weak-

ness of PBE, research was done in the last decades to develop

dielectric continuum models that consider ionic size

effects.[10–20] One of them is a simple size modified PBE

(SMPBE), in which each ion is assumed to occupy the same

volume of a cube with side length K.[11] The solution existence

and uniqueness of SMPBE was proved in Refs. [12,21], where

the ionic concentrations determined by SMPBE were also

shown to be optimal in the sense of minimizing an electrostat-

ic free energy function.

SMPBE is an extension of PBE in terms of the ionic size

parameter K. It can have a broader range of applications than

PBE as it not only reflects ionic size effects but also includes

PBE as a special case (with K 5 0). Furthermore, the exponen-

tial nonlinearity of PBE can be significantly restrained with a

proper selection of K, making SMPBE easier to solve numeri-

cally than PBE in most cases. Hence, SMPBE can be a good

substitute for PBE in the calculation of electrostatics and ionic

concentrations.

Recently, we developed two efficient SMPBE solvers[21,22] as

the extensions of our fast PBE finite element solver[23] and our

PBE finite element and finite difference hybrid solver,[24]

respectively. Our PBE and SMPBE solvers were constructed

using advanced numerical techniques such as finite element,

solution decomposition, domain decomposition, and multigrid

preconditioning. They have been shown to be efficient and

stable numerically, and to be able to generate numerical solu-

tions in a high order of accuracy, especially in the calculation

of electric force fields. However, because their software pack-

ages were written in C11, C, Fortran, and Python, and rely on

the state-of-the-art finite element library DOLFIN from the

FEniCS project,[25] they are difficult to install and implement

by users who lack sufficient knowledge in programing and sci-

entific computing. This motivates us to develop web servers

so that our PBE and SMPBE solvers can be used remotely by

any person with an internet connection.

We began web server development about one year ago,

releasing the PBE web server SDPBS,[26] which has been

moved to a new URL: sdpbs.math.uwm.edu. Here, we devel-

oped a visualization tool based on JSmol (or Jmol http://jmol.

sourceforge.net/)—one of most widely used tools to support

three dimensional visualization of molecular structures of bio-

molecules and chemical compounds. However, JSmol works
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only for a uniform box mesh. To use JSmol for visualizing our

finite element PBE solution, we had to interpolate our electro-

static potential results from an irregular tetrahedral mesh into a

uniform cube mesh, and did interpolation again to map the elec-

trostatic potential onto a molecular surface mesh generated

from JSmol. Such a visualization procedure was very expensive in

CPU time, seriously decaying the performance of SDPBS.

Our development of the SMPBE web server, which we call

size modified Poisson Boltzmann solvers (SMPBS), represents

further refinement of our work on SDPBS. In addition to the

implementation of a new core model, we switched our molec-

ular visualization viewer from JSmol to a new hardware-

accelerated graphics library, 3Dmol.js,[27] and revamped the

user interface to be less cluttered. As 3Dmol.js facilitates an

irregular mesh representation, we wrote custom Javascript rou-

tines to yield a new visualization tool with which we can view

our electrostatic results and associated molecular surface in

their original form. The resulting tool renders user interactions

with the model, such as rotations, more smoothly. In general,

the revamped workflow of the web server, including the gen-

eration and visualization of the molecular surface, finite ele-

ment mesh, and electrostatics, takes place in around a minute

only. For example, the total CPU time for a protein with 11,439

atoms, solved using an irregular tetrahedral mesh with 32,553

vertices, was about 40 sec. This was performed on a single

core of a Mac Pro workstation with a 3.7 GHz Quad-Core Intel

Xeon E5 processor and 64 GB of RAM.

There are several ways to construct SMPBE from the litera-

ture.[11,12] In this article, we present a new construction of

SMPBE using a new objective function of electrostatic free

energies. This new work further validates the optimality of the

electrostatics and ionic concentrations determined by PBE and

SMPBE. It will be helpful for users to study PBE and SMPBE.

The remaining part of the article is arranged as follows. In

SMPBE Definition and Applications section, we introduce the

SMPBE model and its two important applications from the

web server. In Web Server Design and Features section, we

present the web server design and features. In Conclusions

section, we present our conclusions. Finally, a new construc-

tion of SMPBE is presented in the Appendix for clarity.

SMPBE Definition and Applications

In this section, we first introduce the size modified Poisson-

Boltzmann equation (SMPBE) and its two numerical solvers

used by the web server. We then describe two applications of

the web server. Numerical results are also reported to demon-

strate the performance of the web server.

Size modified Poisson-Boltzmann equation

Let u be an electrostatic potential function, and X be a bound-

ed domain split in the form

X5Dp [ Ds [ C;

where Dp is a protein region hosting a protein (or other bio-

molecules) with np atoms, Ds is a solvent region containing a

symmetric 1:1 ionic solvent (such as the salt solution with

sodium ions (Na1) and chloride ions (Cl2)), and C denotes the

interface between Dp and Ds. Here, X, Dp, and Ds are open

domains, Dp is surrounded by Ds, and C is usually set as a

molecular surface of the protein. See Figure 1 for an

illustration.

Based on the implicit solvent approach, both Dp and Ds are

treated as continuum media with dielectric constants Ep and

Es, respectively. The electrostatic potential u can then be calcu-

lated in our web server as a numerical solution of the SMPBE

model:

2EpDuðrÞ5 1010e2
c

E0kBT

Xnp

j51

zjdrj
; r 2 Dp;

2EsDuðrÞ1 2IsNAe2
c sinh ðuÞ

1017E0kBT ½11
2

1027
NAIsK

3cosh ðuÞ�
50; r 2 Ds;

uðs1Þ5uðs2Þ; Es
ouðs1Þ
onðsÞ 5Ep

ouðs2Þ
onðsÞ ; s 2 C;

uðsÞ5gðsÞ; s 2 oX;

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(1)

where E0; ec; kB; T ;NA, and Is are the permittivity of the vacuum,

the electron charge, the Boltzmann constant, the absolute tem-

perature, the Avogadro number, and the ionic strength, respec-

tively, K is the ionic size parameter, @X denotes the boundary of

X, rj and zj are the position and charge number of atom j of the

protein, drj
is the Dirac delta distribution at point rj; nðsÞ denotes

the unit outward normal vector of Dp, g is a given boundary value

function, @uðsÞ
@nðsÞ is the directional derivative along direction nðsÞ; D

u5 @2u
@x2 1 @2 u

@y2 1 @2u
@z2 for r5ðx; y; zÞ, uðs6Þ5 lim t!01 uðs6tnðsÞÞ, and

@uðs6Þ
@nðsÞ 5 lim t!01

@uðs6tnðsÞÞ
@nðsÞ .

The above SMPBE model has been reformulated in the

dimensionless form under the SI (Le Système International d0

Unit�es) units system except that the length unit has been

Figure 1. An illustration of a protein region Dp surrounded by a solvent

region Ds containing sodium ions (Na1) and chloride ions (Cl2). [Color fig-

ure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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changed from meters to angstroms (Å). Thus, protein configu-

ration data from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (http://www.rcsb.

org/) can be directly used for the calculation.

When the SMPBE solution u is found, the concentrations C1

and C2 of cations and anions (such as Na1 and Cl2) can be

calculated by the analytical expressions:

C1ðrÞ5
Ise2uðrÞ

11 2
1027 NAIsK

3cosh ½uðrÞ�
;

C2ðrÞ5
IseuðrÞ

11 2
1027 NAIsK

3cosh ½uðrÞ�
8r 2 Ds:

(2)

Clearly, with K 5 0, SMPBE is reduced to the classic PBE model

as follows:

2EpDuðrÞ5 1010e2
c

E0kBT

Xnp

j51

zjdrj
; r 2 Dp;

2EsDuðrÞ1 2IsNAe2
c

1017E0kBT
sinh ðuÞ50; r 2 Ds;

uðs1Þ5uðs2Þ; Es
ouðs1Þ
onðsÞ 5Ep

ouðs2Þ
onðsÞ ; s 2 C;

uðsÞ5gðsÞ; s 2 oX;

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(3)

and the expressions of (2) are reduced to the ones for PBE:

C1ðrÞ5Ise2uðrÞ; C2ðrÞ5IseuðrÞ 8r 2 Ds: (4)

Hence, SMPBE contains PBE as a special case. Conversely, from

eqs. (1) and (3) it can be seen that the nonlinearity of SMPBE

has been restrained by an nonzero ionic size parameter K.

Thus, SMPBE not only can reflect ionic size effects but also can

be more easily solved numerically than PBE in general. More-

over, as shown in Refs. [21,22], SMPBE can yield more physical-

ly reasonable ionic concentrations than PBE.

SMPBE solvers for the web server

In this web server, a finite element solver reported in Refs.

[21,23] and a finite element and finite difference hybrid solv-

er reported in Ref. [22] have been adopted to solve SMPBE

numerically. To avoid the singularity difficulties caused by the

atomic point charges from the protein, these two solvers

have been developed using the following solution

decomposition:

u5G1W1~U; (5)

where G is given by the analytical expression

GðrÞ5 1010e2
c

4pEpE0kBT

Xnp

j51

zj

jr2rjj
; (6)

W is a solution of the linear interface boundary value

problem

DWðrÞ50; r 2 Dp [ Ds;

Wðs1Þ5Wðs2Þ; s 2 C;

Es
oWðs1Þ
onðsÞ 5Ep

oWðs2Þ
onðsÞ 1ðEp2EsÞ

oGðsÞ
onðsÞ ; s 2 C;

WðsÞ5gðsÞ2GðsÞ; s 2 oX;

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

(7)

and ~U is a solution of the nonlinear interface boundary value

problem

D~UðrÞ50; r2Dp;

2EsD~UðrÞ1 2IsNAe2
c sinhðG1W1~UÞ

1017E0kBT ½11
2

1027
NAIsK

3coshðG1W1~UÞ�
50; r2Ds;

~Uðs1Þ5~Uðs2Þ;Es
o~Uðs1Þ
onðsÞ 5Ep

o~Uðs2Þ
onðsÞ ; s2C;

~UðsÞ50; s2oX:

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(8)

Here @GðsÞ
@nðsÞ5rG � n with rG being given by

rGðrÞ52
1010e2

c

4pEpE0kBT

Xnp

j51

zj
r2rj

jr2rjj3
: (9)

Because G contains all the singularity points of u, both W and
~U become well defined without any singularity so that they

can be much easier to compute numerically than u. The five

basic steps of our two SMPBE solvers are given as follows:

� Step 1: Calculate both G and rG via the analytical for-

mulas (6) and (9).

� Step 2: Generate an interface fitted tetrahedral mesh of

domain X via our mesh generator.

� Step 3: Solve the linear interface problem (7) for W via

our finite element linear solver.

� Step 4: Solve the nonlinear interface problem (8) for ~U
via our finite element nonlinear solver.

� Step 5: Construct the solution u of SMPBE via the solu-

tion decomposition (5).

The above solution u and its three components G;W, and ~U
are saved to a data file for downloading by default. It is a

dimensionless electrostatic potential, and can be converted to

the electrostatic potential U in volts via the transform

UðrÞ5 kBT

ec
uðrÞ; r 2 X:

The software packages of these two solvers were written in

C11, C, Fortran, and Python based on the state-of-the-art

finite element library from the FEniCS project.[25] Our mesh

generator, called GAMer II, is an extension of a molecular sur-

face and volumetric mesh generation program package, GAM-

er, reported in Ref. [31]. It can generate molecular surface-

fitted tetrahedral meshes for rectangular and spherical
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domains and three molecular interfaces — the Gaussian sur-

face, the solvent-excluded surface (SES), and the solvent-

accessible surface (SAS).[31,32] It can also generate a mesh mix-

ing a uniform Cartesian mesh with an unstructured finite ele-

ment mesh for the hybrid solver.[24]

The Gaussian surface is set as the default choice in the web

server SMPBS as it has been modified in Ref. [31] specifically

for generating a mesh for the finite element solver. In contrast,

SES and SAS were adopted to GAMer II without any change

yet. Their molecular surface triangular meshes may contain

improper triangles (e.g., with an angle close to 180 degree or

a vertex lying on an edge of another triangle), which may

cause GAMer II to crash. However, when a biomolecule has a

highly complex shape, the web server may fail to generate a

mesh occasionally even with the Gaussian surface. In this case,

the user is advised to adjust the default values of mesh

parameters and try again. A brief description on the usages of

our mesh parameters has been given in Ref. [26]. Further guid-

ance and usage details can be found in Ref. [31] for the Gauss-

ian surface and Ref. [32] for SES and SAS.

The software packages of our two SMPBE solvers have been

reorganized with many modifications to match the needs of

the web server. A protein PQR file is required by our solvers,

which is a modified PDB file containing the hydrogen atoms

(or some other atoms), the atomic charge numbers, and atom-

ic radii that are not included in a PDB file. It can be generated

from the PDB2PQR web server (http://nbcr-222.ucsd.edu/

pdb2pqr_2.1.1/).

To demonstrate the performance of our solvers, we made

simple tests using the default values so that these tests can

be repeated by any user. In these tests, the PQR files were

generated from the PDB2PQR web server by entering PDB IDs

and selecting the AMBER force field. They were then uploaded

to our web server to run jobs without adjusting any parame-

ter. These jobs were run on our Mac Pro Workstation with

3.7 GHz Quad-Core Intel Xeon E5 processor and 64 GB memo-

ry. For comparison, we repeated the tests, changing the values

of the ionic size parameter K from 3.11 to 0, which gave the

performance of the classic PBE model. The PDB IDs and the

CPU time data were reported in Table 1. The convergence

behaviors of our nonlinear iterative method for solving the

nonlinear interface problem (8) were displayed in Figure 2. From

the table and figure, it can be seen that our finite element solver

was very efficient for both SMPBE and PBE. They also confirm that

SMPBE can be solved more efficiently by our solver than PBE

because SMPBE has weaker nonlinearity than PBE.

We noticed that the mesh generator cost about a half of

the total CPU time. In the web server, the mesh files have

been set to save by default to reuse them in the future

calculation.

Calculation of solvation and binding free energies

The web server SMPBS provides users with services for com-

puting electrostatic solvation and binding free energies, which

are two important applications of SMPBE.

Electrostatic solvation energy. In kilocalories per mole (kcal/

mol), the electrostatic solvation free energy E is defined by

E5
NA

4184

kBT

2ec

ð
X
qpðrÞðusol2urefÞðrÞdr; (10)

where uref denotes the electrostatic potentials in a reference

state, and qp denotes a fixed charge density function. In

SMPBS, qp5ec

Pnp

j51 zjdðr2rjÞ and uref 5G. With the solution

decomposition (5), we can reformulate (10) as a new formula

without involving any singularity:

E5
NA

4184
� kBT

2

Xnp

j51

zj WðrjÞ1~UðrjÞ
� �

: (11)

To demonstrate the numerical stability of our two SMPBE solv-

ers, we did tests for 95 proteins in the calculation of solvation

energy. Here, the 95 proteins were downloaded from the web-

site http://rayl0.bio.uci.edu/rayl/, and were tested on six sets of

meshes with the average numbers of mesh points in the range

of 20,997 to 237,441. To present the test results in one plot,

we calculated the average mesh point numbers and average

solvation energies over the 95 proteins. As the analytical value

of E is unknown, we took the value of E from the finest mesh,

Table 1. A performance comparison between our SMPBE and PBE finite element solvers for four proteins using the default values of the web server

SMPBS.

PDB ID Nh

CPU time in seconds (percentage)
Solvation

(Atom number) Mesh G W ~U Total energy (kcal/mol)

Case of SMPBE using K53:11

4PTI (892) 71427 15.47 (46.61%) 1.21 1.32 15.18 33.18 2323.24

2JK4 (4393) 65655 19.46 (48.31%) 5.47 1.28 14.06 40.29 2623.28

2AQ5 (6024) 62099 19.729 (47.14%) 7.03 1.01 14.07 41.85 2866.27

1C4K (11439) 32553 22.02 (58.68%) 6.98 0.42 8.10 37.53 23148.47

Case of PBE (i.e., SMPBE using K 5 0)

4PTI (892) 71427 15.50 (42.62%) 1.21 1.23 18.42 36.36 2323.62

2JK4 (4393) 65655 19.42 (39.56%) 5.38 1.28 23.02 49.10 2626.32

2AQ5 (6024) 62099 19.511 (38.21%) 6.96 1.06 23.53 51.06 2870.95

1C4K (11439) 32553 22.84 (45.58%) 6.90 0.53 19.84 50.11 23191.94

Here, Nh is the number of mesh points of a tetrahedral mesh.
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which has 237,441 mesh points, as the reference to calculate

the relative errors for the other five values of E. The test

results are reported in Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows that the relative error decreases monotonically

from 0.015 to 0.001 as the average number of mesh points

increases from 20,997 to 136,435, implying the numerical stability

of our two solvers in the calculation of solvation energy.

It should be noted that the number of mesh points can

only be indirectly adjusted, via related parameters such as

“Coarsening rate,” “Marching cube side length of domain,”

“Minimum radius-edge ratio,” “Maximum volume,” and “Central

box partitions” (which is for the hybrid solver only). Guidance

on how these parameters affect the number of mesh points

are available through tooltips presented in the web server

user interface. In the tests as reported in Figure 3, we

increased the value of “Marching cube side length of domain”

from 1.5 to 1.99 for all the meshes. We then set “Minimum

radius-edge ratio” as 1.5, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.1, 1.1, and “Maximum

volume” as 1000, 100, 10, 5, 1, 0.5, respectively, to yield the six

sets of meshes.

Electrostatic binding free eneregy. Calculation of a binding

free energy, Eb, is often required to study the salt dependance

of two molecules A and B binding as a complex C.[33–35] As

another important application of SMPBS, we calculate Eb using

the following formula:

EbðIsÞ5EðC; IsÞ2EðA; IsÞ2EðB; IsÞ; (12)

where EðX; IsÞ denotes the electrostatic solvation free energy

of molecule X from the vaccum state to the salt solution

state with the ionic strength Is 2 ð0; 1Þ. In particular, we calcu-

late EðX; IsÞ using formula (11). Because W is independent of

Is, EðX; IsÞ is further simplified as follows:

Figure 3. Relative errors of the average solvation energies calculated by

SMPBE over 95 proteins using six sets of meshes with the reference value

calculated using the meshes with the average mesh number being

237,441. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 2. A comparison of the convergence of the SMPBE finite element solver with that of the PBE finite element solver (i.e., the case of K 5 0) in the

numerical solution of the nonlinear interface problem (8) for ~U. Here, ~U
ðkÞ

denotes the kth iterate, and jj � jj is the L2 norm. [Color figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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EðX; IsÞ5
NA

4184
� kBT

2

Xnp

j51

zj
~UX;Is
ðrjÞ; (13)

where ~UX;Is
denotes a solution of the nonlinear problem (8)

for molecule X in the salt solution with ionic strength Is. The

above formula is particularly efficient as it only needs to

calculate ~UX;Is
after G and W are calculated for the first value

of Is.

Via the variable change n5log 10Is, the binding free energy

Eb becomes a linear function of n with the slope m on an

interval ½a1; a2� of n[36]:

Eb5mn1b; a1 � n � a2: (14)

In the web server SMPBS, the slope m is calculated in three

steps:

1. Set nj5a11js for j50; 1; 2; . . . ; l, where s > 0, and l is the

largest number satisfying a11ls � a2.

2. Set Is;j510nj , and calculate binding energy EbðIs;jÞ for

j50; 1; 2; . . . ; l.

3. Calculate m as the slope of a best fitted line determined

by the least square method:

m5

Pl
j51ðnj2

�nÞ½EbðIs;jÞ2Eb �Pl
j51 ðnj2

�nÞ2

with �n5
1

l

Xl

j51

nj and Eb 5
1

l

Xl

j51

EbðIs;jÞ:
(15)

Another variable change, n5ln Is, is also used to reformulate

Eb as a linear function with slope ms. It is easy to get that

ms5mlog 10e. Here, log 10e � 0:4343.

On our web server’s user interface, a default value of the

ionic size parameter K has been set as 3.11, which we

obtained as shown here. Let K be the side length of a cube

that hosts one water molecule. At temperature 298.15 Kelvin,

it is known that the density of liquid water is 997,047.9 grams

per cubic meter, and the molar mass of water is 18.01528

grams per mole. Thus, K can be estimated as follows:

K5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
18:0152831030

997047:9NA

3

s
53:10735 . . . � 3:11 Å;

where we have assumed that there are NA water molecules

per mole, and used 1 meter 5 1010 Å.

To demonstrate that the default value 3.11 of K is a reason-

able choice, we did tests on the calculation of binding free

energy for a DNA-drug complex (PDB ID 1D86) using SMPBE

with K50; 0:5; 1; 1:5; 2; 2:5; 3:11; 3:5; 4. In these tests, we used

s50:2 and l 5 11 for a1523 and a2521, which gave

0:05 � Is � 0:37. The three meshes had 259,903, 261,512, and

233,983 mesh points for the complex and the two compo-

nents, respectively. The experimental slope me50:8946 kcal=

mol was produced from the scaled experimental slope

ms521:51[37] by the formula me52msNAkBT=4184. We then

calculated the relative error using me as the reference.

The test results are reported in Figure 4, from which it can

be seen that the relative error of the slope determined by PBE

(the case with K 5 0) can be significantly reduced by SMPBE

with K53:11, which supports its selection as the default value

for K on our web server’s user interface.

Web Server Design and Features

Our web server consists of four web pages titled Home, Fea-

tures, Solvation Energy, and Binding Energy according to their

major functions.

Home and features

These two web pages provide users with basic information on

SMPBE and its web server SMPBS. On the web page titled

Home, a short introduction is given on the definition of

SMPBE, the two SMPBE solvers, and the basic usage of the

web server as well as other information such as references and

credits/acknowledgements to the organizations that supported

our research and the people who made contributions to the

web server development. All the parameters of SMPBE are

listed in three tables with their definitions, units, and values.

As SMPBE is not as well known as PBE, a common question

that may be asked is why SMPBE should be considered for

computing ionic concentrations. To address that question, the

web page titled Features presents one simple numerical exam-

ple that was studied in our article[22]—a dipole model with

two opposite central charges. The numerical results from this

dipole model simulation demonstrate that SMPBE can yield

more physically reasonable ionic concentrations than PBE.

Solvation energy and binding energy

These web pages contain the major functionalities of the web

server SMPBS. Here, users can submit a job to compute either

Figure 4. Relative error as a function of K for the DNA-drug complex (PDB

ID 1D86).[34] Here, the relative error is given by jm2mej=me with m being

a slope predicted by SMPBE and me50:894 (an experimental slope[34]).

[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the electrostatic solvation energy of a biomolecule or the

binding free energy of a biomolecule complex, and view the

results returned from the server.

To illustrate the general layout of related web pages, we will

focus on the Solvation Energy page as an example. The main

content of the page is grouped into three categories, which

are named as Parameters, Visualization & Results, and Output

Log, respectively. The content of these categories are hidden

or displayed when the user clicks on one of the three corre-

sponding tabs on the page.

Parameters. In this tab, users can upload a PQR file, choose a

SMPBE solver, adjust additional parameters, and submit a job.

We exposed most of the parameters for our solvers and mesh

generator as adjustable fields on our web user interface. Thus,

users have a high degree of control over the default values of

parameters that we set for their job submission. Because of

this feature, the web server can be a valuable education tool

for users to study the properties of SMPBE and to explore the

performance of our finite element and hybrid solvers.

Most of the user-adjustable parameters are grouped into

four categories, named Basic, Mesh, Solvers, and Output, and

are hidden within four corresponding tabs on the page. The

PQR file and the solver type fields are considered crucial and

are thus displayed persistently across each tab. A tooltip

explaining the definition and usage of a parameter can be dis-

played when hovering the mouse pointer over a question

mark beside each parameter label.

Figure 5 contains a snapshot of the Parameters tab when its

Basic sub-tab is activated, displaying parameters such as

SMPBE model type, the two dielectric constants Ep and Es,

temperature T, and ionic strength Is.

Visualization and Results. In this tab, users can view the

results of the job submission. The results are presented as a

visualization of the molecular structure and surface of the sub-

mitted biomolecule, a calculated solvation energy value, and a

downloadable zip file that contains various mesh and data

files. Our visualization tool, powered by 3Dmol.js, is accompa-

nied by a tabbed control interface. Users can interact with the

tool to view the molecular structure in various styles, view the

color mapping of computed electrostatic potential values on a

molecular surface generated by our mesh generator GAMer II,

and view additional molecular surfaces generated by 3Dmol.js

libraries.

Figure 6 is a snapshot of the Visualization and Results tab,

which shows a color mapping of electrostatic potential values

on a molecular surface of the protein with PDB ID 2JK4.

Our web server also returns a number of files that users can

download for further investigation. These include: (1) a copy

of the PQR file submitted by the user, (2) a .ini file that con-

tains the solver parameters specified by the user, (3) a .off file

that contains surface mesh data, (4) a .dat file that contains a

table of electrostatic potential results and their component

values, and (5) a .xml file that contains volume tetrahedral

mesh data.

In addition, users can enable (via the output parameters

tab) the output of .pvd files containing volume tetrahedral

mesh data, surface mesh data, protein domain and solvent

domain partition information, and electrostatic potential val-

ues, as well as .dx files containing the electrostatic potential

values at the vertices of a volume cube mesh.

We encourage users to explore our results using external

programs. For example, results in our .pvd files can be

Figure 5. A snapshot of the Parameters tab with basic parameters exposed. Here, a PQR file, 2JK4.pqr, is selected for upload, and a tooltip is displayed for

the parameter Is. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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analyzed using ParaView (http://www.paraview.org), an open-

source, multi-platform data analysis and visualization applica-

tion, to view isosurfaces and cross-sections. Furthermore, the

volume mesh in our .xml files can be used in FEniCS,[25] a free

software for automated solution of differential equations, to

calculate other aspects of the molecule.

Output Log. In this tab, users can view the raw output of our

SMPBE solver, including calculation and mesh generation

details, and convergence and performance data.

Server architecture and back-end design

Our web server design follows a standard client-server archi-

tecture, in which a client is a computer where the user sub-

mits requests for data, and a server is a computer that replies

with the requested data. On the client, a user uses a web

browser to connect to our website. Using the user interface

on the Solvation Energy and Binding Energy pages, a user can

upload biomolecules as PQR files, select a SMPBE solver, and

adjust various parameters of our mesh generator and SMPBE

for the job he/she wishes to submit. This work flow is illustrat-

ed in Figure 7.

To ensure the network security, our server (back-end) is exe-

cuted in a two tier pattern. The first tier is the LAMP (Linux/

Apache/MySQL/PHP) server hosted by the Letters and Science

(L&S) IT office at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (UWM).

This server uses the PHP programming language to prepare

and present our website as HTML to the client. It also accepts

the files and parameter configurations submitted from the cli-

ent’s browser and relays the data to our second tier through a

socket connection across our campus network. The second tier

is the computer that runs our SMPBS software packages and

performs the main computational duties. It runs a socket pro-

gram that accepts incoming socket connections from the first

tier, and uses the transmitted files and parameter configura-

tions to call the appropriate SMPBS solver routines. After com-

putation by SMPBS is complete, the computer transmits all

result data back to the first tier through the socket connec-

tion. The first tier receives this data, parses it into meaningful

chunks, encodes the data as a JSON (Javascript Object Nota-

tion) object, and sends it to the client’s browser. The client’s

browser decodes the JSON data, and our Javascript scripts

parse and display the data as readable text, downloadable

files, and an interactive visualization on the web page.

Front-end design

We designed the styling of the web server front-end to be

intuitive, mobile friendly, and in compliance with university

style standards. We primarily used the UWM L&S IT office’s

internal web development framework, which is built on

Figure 6. A snapshot of a part of the Visualization & Results tab. Here, a color mapping of the electrostatic potential (a solution of SMPBE) on a molecular

surface of a human voltage-dependent anion channel (PDB ID: 2JK4) is displayed, and the control tab “SMPBS Surface” has been selected to display various

interactive control elements. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Bootstrap, a popular front-end framework that enables respon-

sive, mobile-friendly web designs, as well as JQuery, a cross-

platform Javascript library that simplifies client-side scripting.

We then made extensive use of tabbed elements and toggled

instructions to reduce visual clutter and increase user accessi-

bility, and extended the L&S framework to include hoverable

tooltips, which provide users with helpful information regard-

ing each adjustable parameter.

Furthermore, we used AJAX (Asynchronous Javascript and

XML) calls to facilitate communication between client and

server-side scripts. AJAX allows portions of the web page to

be updated without requiring a reload, enabling the user to

seamlessly interact with the web page during and after sub-

mission of a job.

3Dmol.js versus JSmol for visualization

In this subsection, we give a brief overview of JSmol and

3Dmol.js and discuss why we ultimately switched from JSmol

to 3Dmol.js to implement molecular visualization in our web

server.

As mobile devices are becoming popular, software develop-

ment is now shifting to web-based or cloud-based platforms,

where users can directly visualize 3D graphical models in

browsers anywhere, anytime, as long as an internet connection

is available. Among several early attempts to this end, Jmol is

one of most widely used tools to support 3D visualization of

molecular structures of biomolecules and chemical com-

pounds. It has been applied to many web servers, including

our SDPBS web server and MIBPB web server. While Jmol is a

powerful tool that boasts many sophisticated functions, its

implementation as a Java applet has steadily deprecated its

use. NPAPI, the application programming interface that ena-

bles web browsers to run Java applets, has encountered multi-

ple security issues over the years. As a result, the API is no

longer supported by many modern web browsers. In response

to Java’s deprecation, Jmol was ported, via a language transla-

tor, to Javascript, a programming language that is supported

by modern web browsers without the need for plug-ins. The

resulting tool, JSmol, runs natively on browsers, but its perfor-

mance is slower than that of Jmol, especially for visualization

of large and complex molecules.

In recent years, 3Dmol.js was developed as a more opti-

mized alternative to Jsmol by researchers at the University of

Pittsburgh.[27] Like JSmol, 3Dmol.js is written in Javascript and

runs without the need for plug-ins on modern web browsers.

However, unlike the software-based rendering used in JSmol,

3Dmol.js enables hardware-accelerated rendering using

WebGL, which is a standardized Javascript graphical library

that taps into the power of modern graphical processing units

found in most modern computers.

While 3Dmol lacks some of the advanced functionality of

Jmol/JSmol, it still offers the essential functions of rendering,

styling, and manipulating molecular data, generating molecu-

lar surfaces, and generating custom surfaces from data. Thanks

to hardware acceleration, interactions with a 3D scene is much

smoother in 3Dmol.js when compared to JSmol.

Irregular mesh visualization enabled by 3Dmol.js

A crucial advantage of using 3Dmol.js is that it allows users to

directly visualize the molecular surface mesh and electrostatic

potential values generated by our solver. The surface mesh

generated from SMPBS is an irregular triangular mesh that

more accurately reflects the contours of the molecular surface.

However, it is difficult to visualize electrostatics on such an

irregular surface mesh. It is known that 3Dmol.js facilitates an

irregular surface mesh representation by providing a method

to draw a custom shape, given a list of vertex positions, a list

of triangles, and a list of colors at each vertex. Taking advan-

tage of this functionality, we wrote Javascript routines to parse

vertex positions, triangles, and electrostatic potential values

from our output files, and then converted the potential values

to RGB (red, green, blue) values and hexadecimal codes based

on a color gradient. This data was then used as parameters to

draw the custom shape using 3Dmol.js, resulting in a color-

mapped surface mesh that is superimposed on the existing

molecular model. As far as we are aware, this direct visualiza-

tion of electrostatics on an irregular triangular surface mesh

was never done before. The surface mesh and color mapping

are displayed automatically after a job submission completes,

requiring no additional input from the user.

Conclusions

In this article, we introduced the web server SMPBS for com-

puting biomolecular electrostatics through solving the SMPBE

with our finite element solvers. Because of a new visualization

tool powered by 3Dmol.js, the performance of our new web

server SMPBS has been sharply increased in comparison to its

sister site, the SDPBS web server. For completeness, we

reviewed the SMPBE model, the ionic concentration functions,

and our new formulas for computing electrostatic solvation

and binding free energies, and our solution decomposition-

based finite element solvers. Moreover, we reconstructed

SMPBE using a new objective energy functional, which clearly

Figure 7. Flow diagram of a job submission on the “Solvation Energy”

page. Here, each rounded rectangle represents a tab, and the three major

tabs are colored in green. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.

com]
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illustrates the derivation of SMPBE and verifies the optimality

of SMPBE in the prediction of biomolecular electrostatics and

ionic concentrations. This is presented in the Appendix for

clarity.

Furthermore, numerical results were reported to demon-

strate the high performance of our new web server and the

numerical stability of our SMPBE solvers. Because users are

allowed to adjust the values of most parameters from SMPBE,

our mesh generator, and our finite element solvers, and

SMPBE includes PBE as a special case, the new web server

SMPBS will be a valuable education tool for scientists and

students to study both PBE, SMPBE, and their numerical solv-

ers, as well as a powerful tool for researchers to explore vari-

ous applications.
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Appendix

A new construction of SMPBE

Let the solvent region Ds contain N1 positively unit charged

ions and N2 negatively unit charged ions. For simplicity, each

ion is assumed to have the same volume m. Thus, the volume

V of Ds can be expressed by

V5Vw1mðN11N2Þ;

where Vw denotes the volume occupied by the water solution.

Dividing by V on the both sides of the above identity, we

obtain the size constraint condition for bulk solvent:

nb1mðcb
11cb

2Þ51; (1)

where nb5Vw=V; cb
15N1=V, and cb

25N2=V, which give the bulk

volume fraction and the two bulk concentrations, respectively.

Let c1 and c2 be the concentration functions of positively

and negatively unit charged ions, respectively. Clearly, the

identity (1) can be generalized as the size constraint

condition:

nðrÞ1mðc1ðrÞ1c2ðrÞÞ51; r 2 Ds; (2)

where nðrÞ is the volume fraction function of the water solu-

tion at each point r of Ds.

With the size constraint condition (2), we construct a new

electrostatic energy function F in terms of an electrostatic

potential function U (in volts) and the two concentration func-

tions c1 and c2 (in moles per liter) as follows:

Fðc1; c2; UÞ5Fesðc1; c2; UÞ1Fidðc1; c2Þ1Fexðc1; c2Þ; (3)

where Fes, Fid, and Fex denote the electrostatic, ideal gas, and

excess energies, respectively, as defined by

Fesðc1; c2; UÞ5 ec

2

ð
Ds

UðrÞ c1ðrÞ2c2ðrÞ½ �dr;

Fidðc1; c2Þ5kBT

ð
Ds

c1 ln
c1

Is
21

� �
1c2 ln

c2

Is
21

� �� �
dr;

and

Fexðc1; c2Þ5
kBT

m

ð
X

12mðc11c2Þ½ � ln 12mðc11c2Þð Þ21½ �dr:

Here, the excess energy Fex is produced from the size con-

straint condition (2).

We now show that the concentrations C1 and C2 of (2) are

optimal in the sense that they are the solution of the Poisson

equation constrained minimization problem:

min fFðc1; c2; UÞ j c1; c2 2 L2ðDsÞg; (4)

subject to the Poisson equation

2E0EsDUðrÞ5ecðc12c2Þ; r 2 Ds; UðsÞ50; s 2 oDs; (5)

where L2ðDsÞ is the L2 function space with the inner product

hu; vi5
Ð

Ds
uvdr,[28] and Ds has been assumed to be large

enough to approximate U as zero on the boundary @Ds of Ds.

Clearly, the Poisson eq. (5) has a unique solution U satisfying

the variational problem:

Find U 2 H1
0ðDsÞ such that

E0Es

ð
Ds

rUrvdr5

ð
Ds

ecðc12c2Þvdr 8v 2 H1
0ðDsÞ;

where H1
0ðDsÞ is a Sobolev function space as defined in Ref. [28].

Similar to what is done in Ref. [29], we define a continuous self-

adjoint positive linear operator L from H1
0ðDsÞ to L2ðDsÞ by

ð
Ds

vLðuÞdr5E0Es

ð
Ds

rurvdr 8u; v 2 H1
0ðDsÞ;

such that the solution U can be expressed as a function of c1

and c2 in the operator form

U5Uðc1; c2Þ with Uðc1; c2Þ5ecðL21c12L21c2Þ;

where L21 denotes the inverse of L, which is also a continuous

self-adjoint positive linear operator. By the above expression,

the constrained minimization problem (4) is simplified to a

unconstrained one with the objective function

f ðc1; c2Þ5Fðc1; c2; Uðc1; c2ÞÞ:

The Fr�echet partial derivatives @f
@ci

vi of f with respect to ci

along direction vi can be found as

of

oci
vi5

ð
Ds

vi ZiecU1kBT ln
ci

Is
2kBT ln ð12mðc11c2ÞÞ

� �
dr; i51; 2;

where Z151, and Z2521. From the stationary equations @f
@ci

vi

50 for i 5 1, 2 it follows that the minimizer ðC1; C2Þ must sat-

isfy the following system of two equations:
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ZiecU1kBT ln
ci

Is
2kBT ln ð12mðc11c2ÞÞ50; i51; 2:

We can further find the second Fr�echet derivative F00ðcÞ, and

show that F00ðcÞ is a strictly positive linear operator, implying

that the energy functional Fðc1; c2Þ has a unique minimizer.

Let u5 ec

kB T U. We rewrite the above equations as

c15Is½12mðc11c2Þ�e2u; c25Is½12mðc11c2Þ�eu: (6)

Solving the above system for c1 and c2, we derive the expres-

sions of optimal concentrations C1 and C2 as follows: Adding

them together, we can get

c11c25
2Iscosh ðuÞ

112Ismcosh ðuÞ ;

which is applied to (6) to yield the expressions of c1 and c2:

c15
Ise2u

112Ismcosh ðuÞ ; c25
Iseu

112Ismcosh ðuÞ :

Substituting the above expressions to (5) gives the SMPBE in

the solvent region Ds:

2EsDuðrÞ1 2e2
c Issinh ðuÞ

E0kBT ½112Ismcosh ðuÞ�50; r 2 Ds; uðsÞ50;

s 2 oDs;

(7)

where the length is in meters (m), and Is is given in moles per

liter (mol/l).

Clearly, the dimensionless electrostatic potential induced

from the atomic charges of the protein is defined by the Pois-

son equation:

2EpDuðrÞ5 e2
c

E0kBT

Xnp

j51

zjdrj
; r 2 Dp: (8)

In the case of a protein immersed in the ionic solvent, the

domain X is split to a protein region Dp, a solvent region Ds,

and the interface C between them such that

X5Dp [ Ds [ C:

From the classic linear dielectric theory,[30] it is known that the

two potentials from Dp and Ds are related by the interface

conditions

uðs1Þ5uðs2Þ; Es
ouðs1Þ
onðsÞ 5Ep

ouðs2Þ
onðsÞ ; s 2 C: (9)

Thus, a combination of (9) with (7) and (8) results in an inter-

face problem for computing the dimensionless electrostatic

potential u over the domain X as follows:

2EpDuðrÞ5 e2
c

E0kBT

Xnp

j51

zjdrj
; r 2 Dp;

2EsDuðrÞ1 2e2
c Issinh ðuÞ

E0kBT ½112Ismcosh ðuÞ�50; r 2 Ds;

uðs1Þ5uðs2Þ; Es
ouðs1Þ
onðsÞ 5Ep

ouðs2Þ
onðsÞ ; s 2 C;

uðsÞ50; s 2 oX:

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(10)

The above model is called the SMPBE as it can be reduced to

the classic Poisson-Boltzmann equation with the ionic volume

m 5 0.

In biomolecular calculation, the length unit for biomolecular

data is angstrom (Å). Thus, we rescale E0 and Is from meters

(m) to angstroms as follows:

E0 F=m5
E0

1010
F=Å; Is mole=liter5Is103NA=m3510227NAIs=Å

3
;

(11)

where F denotes Farad (the unit of capacitance in SI), and we

have used the unit converters: 1 m 5 1010 Å, 1 liter 5 103=m3,

and 1 mole 5 NA (Avogadro number), which estimates the

number of ions as NA56:0221412931023.

Applying (11) to (10) and using m5K3 (i.e., a volume of the

cube with side length K), we obtain the SMPBE model that is

used in our web server for computing biomolecular

electrostatics.
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